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GEMECO INTRODUCES ACTISENSE® ENGINE MONITORING UNITS

Powerful NMEA® Engine Monitoring Gateway Now Available from U.S. Distributor

Lake City, S.C. – Gemeco Marine Accessories, announced today the availability of the new intelligent National Marine Electronic Association (NMEA)-compliant gateway, the Actisense® Engine Monitoring Unit (EMU-1). Designed to digitize analog engine data, the EMU-1 gateway is an innovative, cost-effective, and easy-to-install solution that allows boaters to display and monitor the engines of their vessel on any NMEA 2000® displays. The new EMU-1 will be on display at the Miami International Boat Show (February 13-17) at the Fugawi-Northport Systems’ booth #1653.

The Actisense EMU-1 gateway is capable of digitizing up to six parameters or gauge inputs in parallel, or four alarms, two tachometer and two auxiliary inputs. Each unit can be configured to meet the versatility of various engine makes and models.

“The EMU-1 has been designed so engine information is easily shared on the NMEA 2000 bus, removing the need and expense associated with changing an existing engine,” said Phil Whitehurst, managing director of Active Research Limited. “This changes the way analog to NMEA data conversions are done. We are gathering feedback from customers to understand what they want the EMU-1 to support so we can prioritize adding additional features.”

The complete Actisense line of NMEA interfaces, gateways and cables are available for purchase in the United States from Gemeco. For more information on Actisense products, pricing or to learn more about the entire product lines, please visit www.actisense.com. To learn more about Gemeco Marine Accessories, please contact (803) 693-0777 or visit www.gemeco.com.
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About Gemeco Marine Accessories:
Gemeco Marine Accessories is a wholesale distributor to thousands of marine electronics dealers throughout the USA and abroad. Our offices and warehouse are located at 1140 South Ron McNair Boulevard in Lake City, SC 29560. Since we are a wholesale distribution warehouse we do not have a showroom and are not able to accommodate retail sales.

With over 20 years serving the marine electronics industry, we are clearly regarded as the industry experts in transducer selection, placement and technical assistance. Our extensive inventory and same-day shipping ensure that we always have the transducer you need, and it will arrive when you need it.

Although transducers are our primary focus, we also offer an array of additional marine accessories, including NMEA networking components, radar mounts, antenna and GPS mounts, electrical and wiring accessories, hard-to-find and specialty marine connectors, as well as electronic navigation charts and a broad range of installation and diagnostic tools. View our full product line page here.

If you are a marine electronics dealer please contact us for information on establishing a wholesale account. If you are a boat owner in need of parts or service, we can help you locate a dealer in your area that offers replacement parts, product installation, or troubleshooting and repair services.